In vivo optical recording using voltage-sensitive dyes enables neural activities in the cortex to be visualized as two-dimensional images. However, the signals provided are often contaminated with strong physiological noise, which mainly comes from pulsation and respiration. An effective approach is independent component analysis (ICA) to extract the neural activity component from these data without averaging. It has been used to denoise data obtained optical recordings.
In vivo optical recording using voltage-sensitive dyes enables neural activities in the cortex to be visualized as two-dimensional images. However, the signals provided are often contaminated with strong physiological noise, which mainly comes from pulsation and respiration. An effective approach is independent component analysis (ICA) to extract the neural activity component from these data without averaging. It has been used to denoise data obtained optical recordings.
ICA extraction has problems in three points: 1) the appropriateness of ICA solutions is not guaranteed a priori; 2) in most ICA models, there is linear mixing of mutually independent random variables although the mixtures are not random variables; 3) considerable computational effort is often required because of repetitive large-matrix calculations.
We have developed a multiple ICA method that resolves these problems and promises more efficient extraction of neural activity components. Multiple ICA overcomes the above problems by performing segmented and repeated ICAs and by using an algorithm based on the time structure of the variables. Multiple ICA repetitively performs a small ICA for a segmented region consisting of several adjacent channels. By sliding a segmental template channel by channel over the whole measurement region ( Fig. 1 ), we can obtain multiple solutions for each channel. The most appropriate solution is uniquely selected from these multiple solutions based on a predetermined criterion.
We confirmed the effectiveness of multiple ICA by comparing its performance with that of conventional (batch) ICA, particularly in terms of the strength of the extracted neural activities in guinea pig auditory cortex evoked by click sound stimuli. The pulsatile component was reduced, and the neural activity was revealed by both batch and multiple ICA (Fig. 2) . Multiple ICA extraction bears comparison with batch ICA extraction, although the computational cost of batch ICA is higher than that of multiple ICA.
We found that this multiple ICA method would be a powerful way to extract neural activity from large-scale optical recordings. Table 1 ). The waveforms were measured at the representative channel (channel 21, marked pixel). The arrows in gray and black in (b) indicate stimulation onsets and occurrences of onset responses, respectively. The pulsatile component was reduced by both batch and multiple ICAs. (D, dorsal; R, rostral)
Introduction
Optical recording with voltage-sensitive dye can visualize cortical neural activities as two-dimensional images, unlike traditional local field potential recording and multi-unit recording. Unfortunately, the signals provided are often contaminated with strong physiological noise (1) (2) , which mainly comes mainly from pulsation and respiration. Even the recent development of voltage-sensitive dyes, which has succeeded in reducing such physiological noise, has not satisfactorily solved this problem (3) .
The usual approach to extracting event-related neural activities is to average repetitive observations with stimuli after subtracting control observation without stimuli (1) (2) . However, this treatment is not always sufficient because the physiological noise does not simply vanish by averaging. A more effective approach is independent component analysis (ICA), as it can extract the neural activity components without averaging. ICA is a blind source separation, which is a separation of a set of source signals from a set of mixed measurement signals, without the aid of information or with very little information about the nature of the signals. In fact, it has been used to denoise data obtained from optical recordings (4) - (6) . It has also been applied to data obtained from other measurement modalities, such as electroencephalography (7) , magnetoencephalography (8) , and functional magnetic resonance imaging (9) , for various other purposes and has led to findings unobtainable by averaging and subtraction.
Although ICA extraction has great potential, its application is problematic. First, the appropriateness of ICA solutions is not guaranteed a priori. The appropriateness needs to be evaluated based on certain criteria. Second, in most ICA models, there is linear mixing of mutually independent random variables, although the mixtures are not random variables but time signals in many applications. The use of these models is justified by intentionally randomizing the temporal order of the measurement data. Third, considerable computational effort is often required because of repetitive large-matrix calculations. The computational effort must be reduced for this method to become practical.
We have developed a multiple ICA method that resolves these problems and promises more efficient extraction of neural activity components. The first and third problems are overcome by performing repetitive, small-segment ICAs, which provide multiple solutions for each measurement point. This multiplicity enables us to select the optimal solution based on the criteria specified for the appropriateness of the solutions. In addition, the computational effort is greatly reduced because of the use of smaller ICA matrices. The second problem is overcome by using an algorithm based on the time structure of the variables (10) , and that is suitable for our purposes because the independent components, i.e., neural activity and physiological-noise components corresponding to pulsation, respiration, etc., have different waveforms and different main frequencies. We confirmed the effectiveness of multiple ICA by comparing its performance with that of conventional (batch) ICA, particularly in terms of the strength of the extracted neural activities evoked by click sound stimuli. Testing demonstrated that multiple ICA efficiently extracts neural responses to pure tone stimuli, which evoke spatially more inhomogeneous responses than click sound stimuli. Previously reported methods have attempted to directly improve the appropriateness of the ICA solution. One of them exploits prior information on the independent source components (11) . Since the motivation in this approach is to explicitly assume some information about the underlying source signals or mixing matrix, it can be referred to as "semi-blind ICA." In this approach, the challenge lies in how to incorporate the available information. This information includes a skew symmetric source distribution (12) , a spatially varying hemodynamic delay (13) , prior probabilities of sources (14) , and the paradigm time course (15) . In contrast to these direct methods, our approach is indirect in the sense that it improves the appropriateness of the ICA solution by providing many alternative solutions for each measurement point. Calhoun et al. (16) pointed out that approaches incorporating available information are not effective for extracting physiological noise because our understanding of them is still lacking. An indirect approach, like ours, may therefore be useful for removing physiological noise components from the measurement signals.
Methods

Experimental Procedure
We tested our method on data obtained from in vivo optical recording in the auditory cortex of guinea pigs. Sixteen guinea pigs (433 ± 66.2 g, 6-10 weeks of age) were used as test subjects. Their body temperatures were maintained at 36 ± 1 °C throughout the experiment. Their tracheas were cannulated, and their heads were clamped under anesthesia (0.8 ml/kg/h ketamine and 1.0 ml/kg/h xylazine). The left lateral part of their scalps was incised, and a trapezoidal skull section (about 7×5 mm) over the auditory cortex was removed and dura resected. The exposed cortical surface was stained with the voltage-sensitive dye (RH-1691) for optical measurement.
Before measurement, earphones were placed on the animal's ears, and the animal was set on the stage of an optical microscope in a soundproof chamber. Light from a halogen light source passed through an excitation filter (632 ± 10 nm) and converged on a 3×3-mm region over the cortical surface of auditory area passed through a fluorescence filter (660 nm). It was focused onto a 12×12-pixel photodiode array (the number of effective pixels were 128 channels) in the optical system attached to the microscope. The electrical neural activities could then be converted into fluorescent intensity changes. The photodiode array was connected to an AC amplifier and A/D converter, and the measurement data were recorded onto the hard disk of a computer at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz.
To eliminate the effect of respiration changes on the measurements, we stopped spontaneous respiration by injecting the animal with pancuronium bromide (0.1 ml, s.c.); the respiration was mechanically regulated using a respirator (70 cycles min -1 ). The animal's vital signs were monitored during a measurement, and the animal's heart rate was kept within 160-200 bpm. We used two types of sound stimuli: click sounds and pure tones, to evoke the neural activity in the primary auditory cortex. Click sound has a wide spectrum and thus produce a relatively homogenous response over the auditory area. On the other hand, pure tones have a sharp spectrum and evoke a localized response corresponding to the cortical frequency-place (tonotopic) map. The former sounds were square impulses of 5-µs duration, and the latter were sinusoidal impulses of 1, 4, 7, 10, and 12 kHz. The tone impulse form was a 10-ms rise, a 30-ms plateau, and a 10-ms fall. The magnitudes of both sound stimuli at the sound pressure level were 60 ± 3 dB SPL. Ten stimuli were presented at 2-second intervals in the click-sound measurements, and 30 stimuli were presented at 1-second intervals in the pure-tone measurements. The pure-tone stimuli were presented five times each in random order. With both types of stimuli, the first stimulus was given 100 ms after the onset of measurement.
These experimental procedures were done in compliance with the ethical code of the Physiological Society of Japan and under the guidance of the Animal Experimental Committee of Hitachi's Advanced Research Laboratory.
Multiple ICA
As mentioned above, the appropriateness of the ICA solution is not guaranteed a priori (17) , and ICA calculation often requires considerable computational effort. To effectively analyze redundant measurement data like that obtained from in vivo optical recording of brain activity, we devised a multiple ICA method that promises more efficient and appropriate extraction of neural activity components. Multiple ICA repetitively performs small ICA for a segmented region consisting of several adjacent channels. By sliding a segmental template channel by channel over the whole measurement region, we can obtain multiple solutions for each channel, except for the four corners of the measurement region. Although the multiplicity depends on the spatial position of the measurement channel, the maximum multiplicity is equal to the number of channels in the segmental region. Figure 1 shows example segment configurations providing multiple solutions for multiple ICA. Twelve solutions are obtained for the channel marked by the black square.
Under actual conditions, each of the solutions is unique. Therefore, to identify the optimal solution, we need criteria for appropriateness. We considered two criteria for identifying the optimal solution. The first is that the optimal solution is the one in which the component due to pulsation is the weakest; pulsation is one of the most important physiological noise components and often masks neural activity. Because ICA treatment might not completely remove the pulsatile component from the observed signals, the pulsatile component may remain in the ICA solutions to some extent. Even if the pulsatile component is completely removed with ICA, the pulsatile-frequency-band component, the 2-4 Hz band in this paper, remains to some extent, because this component is part of the neural activity. The second criterion is that the optimal solution is the one in which the onset-response component is the strongest; this signal arises at the onset of the stimulation period. This second criterion is used to avoid selecting a white-noise-like solution produced by an inappropriate ICA calculation. Taking these two criteria into account, we use an integrated criterion: the optimal solution is the one in which the difference between the relative power ratio for pulsation and that for the onset-response strength is the highest.
ICA Calculation for Segmented Region
As mentioned in the introduction, in most ICA models, linear mixing of mutually independent random variables is used although the mixtures from time signals are not random variables. To avoid this problem, we use a noisy ICA version (18) of the time-delayed decorrelation (TDD) algorithm (19) - (21) (1) where ( ) t y , ( ) t s , ( ) t n , and A are the denoised observed signals, the source signals, sensor noise, and a mixing matrix, respectively. We estimate ( ) t s and A under the assumption that the cross-correlation between the source signal components may vanish at any time. This estimation can be divided into the two steps, quasi-whitening and sphering.
In the quasi-whitening step, ( ) t x are transformed into quasiwhitened signals: (2) where C and S denote covariance matrices of ( ) t x and ( ) t n ; ( ) t n or S is assumed to be known. This process whitens the denoised measurement signals ( ) t y instead of ( ) t x . In the sphering step, the cross-correlation between the estimated source signals is eliminated: Although complete elimination cannot be generally attained, the correlation with several delays can be minimized. This is attained when the rotation matrix R minimizes the loss function ( )
where K denotes the number of different delays, { } k τ . K was set at 30 in the present study because it is recommended to set K at more than 10 (20) .
• , • and superscript T stand for averaging over time t , the absolute value and matrix transposition, respectively. The estimated mixing matrix is then given by 1 
Practical Analysis of Measurement Data
The measurement data obtained for each of the 128 channels from the optical recordings had approximately 20,000 and 30,000 points for the click-sound and pure-tone measurements, respectively. We used a 4×3 channel segment template to perform multiple ICA. The template size may be reasonable, because the physiologicalnoise components are not more than four. This size is sufficiently large compared to the number of source signals and leads appropriately to the effect of solution multiplicity. By sliding this template, we performed ICA for 74 4×3 channel segments. The mean multiplicity of the solutions obtained from multiple ICA was about seven. In each noisy ICA calculation, matrix S was estimated based on the measurement data during the last 100 ms of the first stimulation block. In each ICA we assumed that the estimated source signals contained one or two pulsatile components and zero or one respiratory component. The pulsatile components were detected based on the power density within 2-4 Hz, where the spectral peak corresponding to the pulsation appeared.
As described above, we identify the optimal solution on the basis of ON PU r r − . Relative power ratio PU r is obtained by normalizing the power ratio of the pulsatile component over multiple solutions. Similarly, relative power ratio ON r is obtained by normalizing the sum of squared onset-response amplitude 2 ON x ∑ over a post-stimulus period of 0-100 ms for all stimulation blocks. The optimal solution is the one for which ON PU r r − is the highest for each channel. Given the assumption in the ICA treatment described in the previous section, the optimal solution is contaminated with either sensor noise or global noise. To reduce the noise, we use a wavelet thresholding method (22) to avoid degrading the sharp waveforms in the onset responses. For practical calculations, we use commercially available software (MATLAB, MathWorks Inc.). Daubechies' Symlet 8 is used for the mother wavelet function, and the processed maximum level is set at -3, above approximately 50 Hz. A soft threshold without rescaling is used for threshold discrimination, and Stein's unbiased risk estimation (SURE) is used for selecting the threshold value. This treatment is applied for batch-and multiple-ICA data.
Results
Extraction of Neural Activities
Using multiple ICA, we extracted the neural activity components from measurement data contaminated by the pulsatile component. The waveform and power ratio map of the 2-4 Hz band component in the measurement data are shown in Fig. 2 for the best data observation (GP0274c21 in Table 1 ). The waveforms are obtained at a channel indicated by open squares in the power-ratio maps. It was strong and widely distributed at 2-4 Hz. Its power ratio was 0.625 ± 0.202 and was as large as 0.8 on the rostral-dorsal side. Both batch and multiple ICA were able to remove the pulsatile component almost completely from the whole measurement region, as shown in Figs. 2b and c. The power ratios corresponding to the 2-4 Hz band were 0.137 ± 0.0210 and 0.214 ± 0.0275 for the batch and multiple ICA, respectively. The 2-4 Hz band may not have arisen from pulsation but from neural activity because this ratio was 0.2-0.3 for many other cases where ICA extraction was regarded as appropriate with respect to the waveform. Although both methods seem to provide appropriate extraction of neural activity components for this channel, the strength of the onset responses differed between them, as discussed later.
More detailed results for the above case are shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3a shows the measurement data over the whole 12×12 region (128 channels) for the first trial (2 s), which is superimposed on the blood-vessel trace. The existence of a strong pulsatile component is evident on the rostral-dorsal side near the suprasylvian artery. This component fully masked the neural activities evoked by click-sound stimuli while the neural activities naturally appeared around the center of the measurement region. Figures 3b and c show the independent components obtained by the batch and multiple ICA, respectively. For the batch ICA, the most important 12 components are presented. The color of each line represents for the logarithmic weight for the corresponding component. The asterisks indicate the pulsatile components to be removed. From these spectral characteristics, two and one components were assigned to pulsation for the batch and multiple ICA, respectively. Figures 3d and e show the waveforms of the neural activities extracted by the batch and multiple ICA, respectively. While the multiple ICA provided relatively homogeneous neural activities, the batch ICA gave slightly different results for the channels located on the rostral-dorsal side, where there was a strong pulsatile component. This difference seems to be caused by the failure to remove the pulsatile component.
Effectiveness of Multiple ICA
We compared multiple ICA with batch ICA to determine its effectiveness. The batch ICA calculation was performed all at once for the entire 128-channel segment, while the multiple ICA calculation was performed 74 times for 4×3 channel segments. The computation took at most 3 minutes for the multiple ICA on a personal computer with standard performance (CPU, Intel Pentium4, 3 GHz; RAM, 1 GB; software, MATLAB, original algorithm); it took a bit more than 4 hours for the batch ICA on the same computer. Table 1 compares the ratios of the pulsatile component remaining in the neural activity extracted by batch ICA, which performs the ICA calculation without segmentation, and by multiple ICA for the best test subject. The ratio was calculated for each channel and averaged over all the channels. The mean value with standard deviation is presented for each observation. For reference, we also present the results for the measurement data. For most of the observations, the measurement data contained a 2-4 Hz band component with a power of more than 50%. Only one observation (GP19C5c08) had an extremely low value (smaller than 20%) for the ratio, which is an exceptional case. This component masks the neural activity for many channels, as The difference in this ratio between the batch and multiple ICA (multiple ICA -batch ICA) was statistically tested using a paired t-test. The alternative hypothesis was that the difference is finite. For most cases of 16 observations, the differences were significantly positive (5 cases) or negative (5 cases). In particular, four cases (GP3074c10, GP01C5c09, GP05C5c05, GP12C5c08) had batch ICA ratios significantly greater than 30%. As shown in Fig. 3a , the neural activity may contain spectral component at 2-4 Hz as much as 30%. Clearly, in these four cases there were a considerable number of pulsatile components that could not be removed by ICA extraction. In all four cases, the difference in the power ratio was significantly negative; that is, the multiple ICA reduced the ratio significantly. Furthermore, over all animals, the differences were not significant (batch ICA, 0.243 ± 0.107; multiple ICA, 0.249 ± 0.0739; = t 0.172). This supports the conclusion that multiple ICA is as effective as batch ICA.
We also compared the methods from another viewpoint. Table 2 compares the onset response power ratios of the neural activity components extracted by the two methods. The ratios for 16 observations ranged from 0.1 to 0.6. The difference in this ratio between batch and multiple ICA (multiple ICA -batch ICA) was also statistically tested using a paired t-test. Among the 16 observations, the differences were significantly positive for 8 cases and significantly negative for 3 cases. Moreover, the difference was not significant over all animals (batch ICA, 0.297 ± 0.190; multiple ICA, 0.338 ± 0.177; = t 0.641). The results of the test as a whole support the conclusion that multiple ICA extraction bears comparison with the batch ICA one.
In addition, we compared the spatiotemporal characteristics of neural responses extracted by the two methods. The onset response to click-sound stimuli were obtained by averaging the measurement signal and by averaging the neural activity extracted by ICA over the repeated blocks. The spatiotemporal patterns of the onset responses are depicted in Fig. 4 . The spatial patterns of the fluorescent intensity averaged over 5 ms are presented for the measurement (Fig. 4a) , batch ICA (b) and multiple ICA (c) signals. These responses began rising at 10 ms after stimulation in the rostra-dorsal region and peaked at 25-40 ms. Although the time courses seems to be almost the same, the amplitudes are different. The responses obtained by the multiple ICA were stronger than by the batch ICA in this case (GP0274c21).
From the spatial viewpoint, there was little difference in the shapes of the strong response region in three pattern maps. These spatiotemporal propagation patterns of evoked response were almost identical. First, the responses appeared on the rostra-dorsal side of the measurement region within about 10-20 ms after stimulation. Next, the response regions propagated over the whole measurement region (23) .
Applying Multiple ICA to Data Obtained Under
Pure-Tone Conditions
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of multiple ICA, we applied it to responses to pure-tone stimuli. The responses to pure-tone stimuli are quite different in their homogeneity from those to click-sound stimuli.
As in the click-sound measurements, the multiple ICA effectively extracted the evoked neural activity. These activities appeared over the entire measurement region although their amplitude greatly varied between channels. After the neural activity extraction, the mean response to each pure-tone stimulus was obtained by averaging the responses over the five repeated trials. For all the pure-tone stimuli, the mean onset response appeared at 20-30 ms after stimulation, and hence this interval was defined as the onset-response period. The onset-response strength was calculated by averaging the amplitudes of the responses extracted over the onset-response period. Figure 5 shows a map of the onset response strength for each stimuli used in this study. Though the responses to click sounds appeared over the entire measurement region, the response region, which has a stripe-like shape in the dorsal-ventral direction, shifted continuously from the rostral side to the caudal side with an increase in sound frequency for the pure-tone stimuli. The pattern maps obtained by averaging the measurement (Fig. 5a ), batch ICA (b) and multiple ICA (c) signals showed little difference concerning the responses to pure tones. In this case (GP0274p16), the map of the responses to click sounds in the measurement signal (Fig. 5a) were the strongest in the all maps, because the amplitude power of the pulsatile component which it cannot remove with averaging was reflected. The result under pure-tone condition corresponds to the well-known tonotopic organization or the isofrequency band structure in the mammalian auditory cortex (24) . Therefore, the multiple ICA method can effectively extract neural activity even from measurement data obtained under pure-tone conditions resulting in spatially inhomogeneous responses.
Discussion
Conventional Extraction of Neural Activity from in
Vivo Optical Recordings
In vivo optical recording is inherently contaminated with physiological noise. The evoked neural responses are generally extracted by averaging the signals over repeated trials with stimulation and then subtracting the results of subsequent trials without stimulation from those results. In both trials, the starting timing for the measurement was triggered by the R-wave of the electrocardiogram signal (2) . To some extent, this triggering warrants synchronization of the pulsatile components in the signals measured in subsequent trials with and without sound stimuli. This conventional method effectively extracts the deterministically evoked neural activity because the neural activity is obtained by subtracting the signal measured without stimulation from the one measured with simulation and by averaging the subtraction results over repeated trials. However, when the number of repeated trials is not sufficiently large, there is a considerable number of pulsatile components remaining in the averaged neural activity in spite of the subtraction because the pulsatile rhythm has various fluctuations due to respiration (25) , baroreflex (25)(26) , vasomotion (27) , and so on (28) . In addition, the conventional method cannot provide information on the trial-to-trial response variability of neural activity, which may be related to higher order brain functions (29) (30) because the averaging masks the variability.
ICA Algorithm Selection
ICA is a well-known method for providing a neural activity corresponding to each trial. In this study, we used the noisy TDD algorithm (18) for independent component calculation for small segment regions. Although there is a wide variety of ICA algorithms, most are based on the interrelation between the probability density functions of independent source variables. Typical algorithms are extended informax ICA (31) and fast ICA (32) . Both assume that the source signal variables are super-Gaussian or sub-Gaussian. The (extended) informax ICA algorithm is based on maximizing the output entropy of a neural network with nonlinear outputs. The fast ICA algorithm is based on maximizing the non-Gaussianity of each source signal by using a fixed-point algorithm. At the first step, these algorithms randomly permutate the time course data observed for each channel to minimize the temporal variation in the distribution of source variables. This randomization means that they cast the information on the time structure of source signals. In biological systems, source signals usually have characteristic waveforms of the time course, as shown in the examples above. Therefore, the use of the information on the time structure gives the TDD algorithm a considerable advantage over the other ICA algorithms.
We use a noisy ICA model (18) , although there are few examples of its practical use, because it has more natural assumptions as well as proven effectiveness. In fact, we did not obtain the neural activity when we did not use a noisy ICA model.
Noise Components in ICA
In our previous study (18) , both pulsatile and respiratory components were considered to be the main physiological noises. In the present study as well, these two components were considered to be the main physiological noises. In most segments, however, only the pulsatile component was separated, which may be related to the use of blue dye RH1691 (3) . In the previous study, red dye RH795 was used as a voltage-sensitive dye for converting the membrane potential change to a fluorescence strength change. The reported measurement signals contained strong components due to both pulsation and respiration. RH1691 reduces the level of physiological noise compared to RH795.
Because the presence of other noise sources was not clear, other noise components were not removed in the reconstruction process after ICA. In principle, the neural activity reconstructed by noisy ICA and by zeroing the physiological noise components contains a high-frequency noise component due to global noise and observational (sensor) noise. In this study, we removed it by using wavelet thresholding (22) .
Distribution of Arterial Vessels and its Effect on
Neural Activity Extraction
As shown in Figs. 2a and 3a , the main physiological noise is pulsation in the arterial vessels. Although we used a dye that reduces the noise due to pulsation and respiration, the pulsatile component almost completely masked the responses evoked by acoustic stimulation in most channels. The effect of this masking depended on the location of the observation and seems to be related to the existence of arterial vessels in the vicinity of the observation point. Here, we can empirically obtain neural response patterns, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, on the primary auditory region to set the upper left of the measurement region on the suprasylvian arterial vessels.
In the primary auditory cortex in a guinea pig, several thick arterial vessels run along the lateral sulcus at the dorsal-rostral corner and through the center of this area in the rostral-caudal direction. Strong pulsatile signals were observed at these places. As shown in Fig. 4 , the spatiotemporal feature of the response to the click-sound stimuli, which was extracted by multiple ICA, could not be clearly detected by batch ICA. The reason for this may be related to the distribution of the thick arterial vessels. The strong pulsatile noise might result in the failure of neural activity extraction in the channels located at the dorsal-rostral corner.
4.5 Appropriateness of Multiple ICA Solutions As described in the introduction, ICA solutions are not a priori guaranteed to physically and physiologically be appropriate although they are mathematically correct (17) . Hence, one has to check the appropriateness of the solutions obtained by ICA. For example, when the measurement signals are locally contaminated with a strong artifact, ICA solutions often become inappropriate because of being affected by the artifact.
To avoid such circumstances, we used a segmented template which is spatially small for the large measurement region. Even if the ICA model does not work in the whole measurement region, it may work in a local region. Multiple ICA is able to provide appropriate solutions by solving ICA problems segmentally. The redundancy of multiple solutions as mentioned above may increase the possibility of successful ICA because multiple solutions are more likely to contain appropriate ones.
In this paper, we used two criteria, ON r and PU r , for the appropriateness of ICA solutions because the extent of successfulness in the neural-activity extraction can be measured by these indices. The results given in Tables 1 and 2 show that the multiple ICA solutions are more appropriate than batch ICA solutions but are not statistically significant. Here, the solution for each channel may be also stably obtained by averaging the multiple solutions instead of selecting the optimal solution in the way described above. However, the solution obtained by averaging is frequently adversely affected by the inappropriate solutions, which is rather unstable. To avoid this bad influence, we employed more substantial method considering physiological features of the data in this study.
Furthermore, by using a segmented template, multiple ICA can treat variations in contamination across the measurement region, but batch ICA cannot. This is attributed to the fact that the pulsatile component has variability across the auditory cortex. The pulsatile component is strong near arterial vessels as mentioned above and has heterogeneity according to the vascular structure. The variability results in a difference (fluctuation) between the actual pulsatile component and the average independent component estimated with batch ICA. Therefore, with batch ICA, some regions where the onset response is small may still have a substantial pulsatile component. These problems may be solved appropriately with multiple ICA.
To reduce temporal costs for ICA operation without the segmentation, we attempted contraction of the dimension for several data by using principal component analysis (PCA) before batch ICA operation. As it turned out, the computing time was greatly decreased to several tens of seconds when the dimension was contracted from 128 to 12. However, the appropriate solution was not obtained for some of the data. This might be affected by the spatial heterogeneity in actual neural activity, whereas our multiple ICA could take it account by segmenting the measurement region.
Intertrial Response Variability
As mentioned above, ICA methods can extract the response to each stimulus, unlike conventional extraction by subtracting and averaging. This suggests the possibility of detecting intertrial response variability by ICA extraction. In fact, the neural responses extracted by multiple ICA exhibited a large intertrial variability, as shown in Fig. 2b . This variability seems to have great relevance for the inputs from other cortical or subcortical areas (33) . Although a detailed analysis has not been completed, the variability has strong spatial coherence, which may be referred to as cortical ongoing or spontaneous activity (29) (30) .
Conclusion
We described the use of multiple independent component analysis (ICA) for stably and efficiently extracting neural responses from optical measurement data on brain functions. To demonstrate its effectiveness, we used it to extract neural responses to acoustic stimuli from in vivo optical recording data measured in the auditory cortex of guinea pigs. Although the strong pulsatile noise almost completely masked the neural responses, the multiple ICA method successfully extracted neural responses to click-sound and pure-tone stimuli which caused spatially homogeneous and inhomogeneous responses, respectively. This multiple ICA is thus a useful tool for investigating various phenomena related to various neural activity fluctuations, including inter-trial response variability and cortical ongoing activity.
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